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THE GIRL'S SHOWER is a game about kindergarten girls. I'm kind of gonna answer that right away...okay, not really. But it is about kindergarten girls and not much else. It is about a girl with a really big problem...and her journey to fix it all. This is a mystery game with a twist. The Nendoroid Bikini Bottom set is designed in a fashion similar to SpongeBob
SquarePants and his friends. There are three variations: * The first, with all of his powers intact. * The second, where they're all removed. * The third, a combination of the first two. There are also a various other Nendoroids included in the set. Features: * Nendoroid SpongeBob SquarePants, Plankton, Mr. Krabs and Squidward * Nendoroid Sandy, Star and
Squidward, and Squidward, Sandy and Plankton * Various other Nendoroid characters and accessories * School Uniform for Ayane available for use with the set * Two other pieces of underwear for Ayane * A series of bonus figures which include Bob and Squidward, and a Mr. Krabs looking down at them. * A Pina-Pausa Straw (remove and drink to become
completely invisible) and a SpongeBob SquarePants Cookie (eating the cookie makes you appear again) About the Author: Masato Maekawa is a director, illustrator, character designer and a writer. Also known as'my boss', he's worked for prominent Japanese companies such as Sega, Konami, Amusement Vision, Taito and others. You can follow him at his
twitter account here: @masato_maekawa. Ayane is probably my favorite Nendoroid from the entire toy line. Her design is so cute! And so is her underwear! I just can't get over it! It'd be too sad to think that her high-waisted design was forever off the shelves in Japan! But now, there is a School Uniform for Ayane for just $14.99 (USD)! You can get the full

package at release, and it will be one of the most expensive 'things to buy in one go' in recent history. Now if only there was a similar set for Kawakami Yuji... it would be perfect! You can also get a discounted bundle of the four characters and the rest of the set for 30% off
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Features Key:
School Wars series

Dead Or Alive Qualification
Hundreds of girls to choose from

Exclusive School Uniform Piece From Ayane from the DOA6 School Uniform Includes One Exceptionally Busty Underwear Photo courtesy of Konami.
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